## GER 302 (Composition)
### Course Outcomes and Programmatic Alignment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Students will be able to</th>
<th>Outcomes Assessments</th>
<th>Programmatic Alignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Develop structural range of skills applied in writing German.                            | formal and informal written essays  
  final paper project  
  writing portfolios  
  instructor conferences  
  exams                                                                | 1a, 1b, 1c,  
  4a, 4b, 5a |
| Expand the range of idiomatic and stylistic elements actively available for student writing. | formal and informal compositions  
  formal self-evaluation process for self-set semester learning goals  
  exams                                                                | 1a, 1b, 1c |
| Acquire a broader understanding of the different genres of writing                       | essays/written projects in each genre  
  exams                                                                | 1a, 2b, 5a |
| Become familiar with certain aspects of post-WWII German culture                        | formal essays  
  writing portfolio materials                                                                | 2a, 2b, 3a, 3b,  
  4b, 5a |
| Communicate experiences from a personal perspective in German                          | informal essays  
  writing portfolio materials  
  exams                                                                | 1a, 1b, 1c,  
  3b, 4b, 5b |